Announcing Calvin’s new concentration in the Master of Education Degree:

INCLUSION SPECIALIST

“Isn’t it amazing that we are all made in God’s image, and yet there is so much diversity among his people?”

—DESMOND TUTU

Through the Inclusion Specialist concentration, you will:

• Celebrate a faith-shaped perspective on diverse learning gifts
• Study learning environments that include all students
• Grow practical, empirical, and theoretical knowledge and skill for developing and sustaining inclusive schools and classrooms
• Explore culturally responsive practices
• Investigate ableism and other areas of educational injustice

The Inclusion Specialist concentration is designed:

• For educational leaders and teachers who wish to innovate and sustain whole school programs or classroom teaching
• By professors with professional and scholarly expertise in inclusive school environments

AFFORDABLE STUDY, ON A TOPIC YOU CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS.